
The Sound Man is a contemporary novel where fake news and political 

manipulations keep an isolated mountain enclave prosperous and peaceful. 

Beneath the surface, however, there are many secrets. A new mineral has been 

found and a Presidential visit is being planned. The peace of the beautiful area 

is threatened by the voices in the head of a young boy and the investigations 

carried out by a visiting journalist and political ambassador.     

Jimmylad is a teenage orphan trying desperately to live with the constant swirl 

of contradictions that never leave him in peace. They shout and scream threats, 

promises, taunts, and occasionally hints of how his parents were really killed. 

Sometimes, he even imagines he hears the voice of his dead twin brother 

speaking and urging him to find out the truth about his family’s murder. 

Jimmylad is cared for by his Uncle and Aunt. In reality, they are powerful 

benefactors and control the entire town’s politics and wealth. Rumours of a new 

metal found down the mines abound, but few questions are asked publically. 

Everyone is building up for a Presidential visit, which will guarantee both 

political independence for the area and continued prosperity. 

In the city, little is known about Blueberry Ridge apart from what is seen in 

guidebooks. The Presidential visit, however, generates interest. Rahamid is 

sent to cover the event for an online magazine. He drives the long journey to 

the Mountains to meet an unlikely source, an old man with an insight into local 

politics. As he approaches, inching along the dark, country roads, a light 

suddenly shines in his eyes. The car swerves. He kills the old man. All he can 

see is a boy running away in the dark. 

The old man is given a hero’s funeral. He was once a respectable and powerful 

local politician closely linked to Uncle and his family fortunes. At the wake, 

Rahamid is introduced to Lucinda from the Embassy and she too suspects that 

beneath the glittering surface there are many devious forces at work in the 

town. As they speak a young lad crashes through them and races out the gate. 

Rahamid recognises him as the boy from the car crash, but no one appears to 

be interested in chasing after the disappearing figure. 



Jimmylad continues running. He cannot take the chattering crowd at the 

funeral. His head is already crowded with voices rumbling like pieces of a jigsaw 

begging to be put into their place. He climbs out to his hiding spot high in the 

mountains. Only here does he find some peace. Silently, his friend Sirena joins 

him. They lie smoking, making plans to escape once the Presidential visit is 

over, when Uncle may need them no longer. 

Rahamid is granted an interview with Uncle. The regal, old man calmly focuses 

on positive spins and the upcoming visit. He avoids any references to the crash 

or past political infighting. In the hotel bar, Rahamid meets with Lucinda. She 

gives him a file and directs him to the blog the old man wrote, hinting strongly 

at the devious practices Uncle employs to retain his position of power and 

wealth. She urges Rahamid to dig deeper. He suspects she has her own political 

reasons but he desperately needs a story to report.  

Jimmylad and Sirena continue to make plans for their band. Jimmylad is their 

Sound Man. He promises to make a video using Uncle’s equipment. Once they 

have performed during the Presidential visit they want to escape and live off 

their music. He tells Sirena about how he helped the old man with a blog. The 

voices in his head urge him to link strands together, to remember what the old 

man said, and question Uncle’s role in his parent’s deaths. The pain is too 

much. All he wants is to escape. 

The President arrives and Uncle stages a vibrant welcome. At the height of the 

ceremony, the band walks on stage. Nervously, Jimmylad takes control at the 

sound desk. Suddenly, everything goes quiet. Not a sound can be heard. 

Everybody is frozen. Jimmylad stares, shocked by the voices in his head rattling 

like machine guns. In terror of having made a mistake that will harm the whole 

show, Jimmylad grabs the band members and races away. The shame and guilt 

of doing it all wrong drive him away in despair. 

Uncle blames the events on the boy and sends search parties sent to bring him 

back. Rahamid and Lucinda suspect, however, the whole show was a 



demonstration of the power of the mysterious new metal designed to impress 

the President, fuel investment, and generate respect.  

Jimmylad and his band avoid pursuers by diving into the forests. Lost, they 

struggle to survive. The voices gain power as Jimmylad suspects Uncle has 

never been honest and that maybe he was involved in his father’s and even the 

old man’s death. They are saved from death in the forest by a hermit who also 

fills Jimmylad’s head with conspiracy and hints of his family’s history. Jimmylad 

is fit to explode. The growing knowledge that Uncle has been deceiving him all 

his life urges him to become a hero like his parents. He begins to control the 

conflicts in his head as he prepares to return and release all the secrets. 

Rahamid continues to search for leads and starts interviewing the families of 

the band members. Slowly, he begins to understand how the town is held 

together by a sense of pride fabricated by Uncle and his grand promises. As he 

investigates, he sees the boy around every corner, hiding, watching, always 

managing to escape.  

Uncle suddenly claims he has found the boy and that he will be taken good care 

of. The crisis is over. Uncle makes sure Jimmylad and his music are heard on all 

the local radio stations. Lucinda and Rahamid prepare to leave. The visit has 

been an enormous commercial and political success but she still urges him to 

publish his investigations and suspicions. Rahamid suspects her political 

intentions. More importantly, Rahamid’s editor informs him the magazine has 

been bought by one of Uncle’s companies and that it is time to return home. 

The story has collapsed.  

Jimmylad never realises his twin brother is alive and being used in his place. He 

swears vengeance as the missiles rain down and silences him once and for all. 

The voices in his head disappear one by one as the helicopters slide away. 

Uncle has always understood how to keep the town happy and prosperous. 

Nothing gets in his way. He makes sure everyone is thankful.  

 


